Green Storage Solutions

Reduce the Total Cost of Ownership of Video Surveillance

W

hen evaluating the cost of any video surveillance solution, it is important to not only look at the hard costs of purchasing its components,
but the solution’s total cost of ownership, (TCO). In short, the amount

it will cost to run and maintain the video surveillance solution over time. A major
component of TCO is the cost of power consumption, which is needed to run the
solution and for the air conditioning that cools your systems components. Reduce
your power consumption and you’ll reduce your TCO.
The technology behind Vigilant Green Storage
Vigilant Green Storage lowers your TCO by reducing the power necessary to run
the solution. Based on MAID (massive array of idle disks), this cost-saving storage
technology only utilizes active, spinning disk drives at any given time, while all
the other drives go into “sleep” mode. This not only reduces power consumption,
it also prolongs the lifecycle of the drives as they only work for a limited time,
sustain less vibration and remain consistently cooler.
As part of the solution, Vigilant Green Storage NVR uses software that initiates
recording in a linear fashion so that the solution as a whole works more efficiently.
Just as the MAID-based storage unit powers only those disks in use, the solution’s

Vigilant’s Green Storage
Reduces your video surveillance solution’s TCO
Lowers your power consumption for decreased
costs by up to 50% — 120w v. 55w.
Decreases the environmental footprint of the
solution
Increases the lifecycle of your components by
only using components when necessary
Extract video data easily and whenever you
need it
Eliminate data loss from disk failure with no
build up required
Highly reliable, even with low-cost disk drives

NVR records to disks to optimize the entire process. Linear recording also enables
you to easily and instantly extract critical video data without disruption.
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Specifications

Vigilant’s Green Storage NVR accommodates up to 45TB in a com-

•

Up to 45TB capacity

power requirements in video surveillance applications since the

•

Low power consumption average of 55W

video data is never changed, i.e. persistent data, is rarely ac-

•

Allows extraction of disks at any time with-

pact 3u chassis. The solution is specifically designed to reduce

cessed, yet needs to be retrieved quickly.

out affecting the storage

About Vigilant - Experience you can count on
Vigilant™ Technology, a wholly owned subsidiary of BATM Advanced Communications, is a leading provider of intelligent, IP-based digital video
and audio solutions for CCTV security and surveillance applications. Dedicated to safeguarding our clients’ core interests and assets, Vigilant delivers
uncompromising solutions. With a large installed base of video surveillance systems worldwide, thousands of Vigilant users benefit every day from
premium quality CCTV video and intelligent video analysis solutions in a wide range of markets, including medical, transportation, gaming and casinos,
town centers, correctional facilities, finance and banking, public space and more.
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